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I. INTRODUCTION

Thank you for inviting me to be part of this conference examining the impact of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) forty years after it was enacted. I’m Jay Jorgensen. I currently serve as the Global Chief Ethics & Compliance Officer of Walmart. In this role, I develop the company’s strategic vision for our ethics and compliance program. A major part of that effort involves compliance with the FCPA and other anticorruption regulations in the countries where Walmart does business.

* This article is based on the keynote address that Jay Jorgensen delivered to the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Turns Forty conference on October 12, 2017. The Speaker would like to thank Soraya Rudofsky, Frederic M. Levy of Covington & Burling LLP, and Anthony J. Dick of Jones Day for their assistance in preparing this keynote. Copyright © 2017 Jay T. Jorgensen

DOI: https://doi.org/10.37419/LR.V5.I1.6
Several years ago, Walmart voluntarily disclosed allegations of potential FCPA issues that it uncovered during an internal review, and it has been cooperating with the U.S. government on those allegations ever since. At the same time, the company has undertaken a sustained effort to build a world-class global ethics and compliance program.

As this is an academic conference, I’d like to offer Walmart’s recent experience as a case study in how large multinational companies can create an effective ethics and compliance program. It’s my hope that these observations will prove useful to companies, lawyers, and academics working to understand and combat the plague of corruption.

II. Walmart’s Business Success

To begin, it may be helpful to provide some information about Walmart’s history and current operations.

Sam Walton was a serial entrepreneur. With support from his family, he ran several franchise stores and a successful five-and-dime store in Northwest Arkansas before opening the first Walmart in 1962. Sam’s idea was to provide customers with low prices by keeping his own business costs low and passing those savings along. He also focused on convenience, offering a wide assortment of items in one place, and opening stores in underserved locations. This mix of convenience and good prices was well received by the American consumer. Walmart grew quickly domestically and then began to expand internationally.

By most measures, Walmart is the world’s largest retail business, with over 11,600 retail locations worldwide. Walmart is the largest retailer and private employer in the United States, employing 1.5 million individuals domestically. We operate retail operations in twenty-
eight countries on five continents and employ over 2.3 million worldwide. In addition to those locations where we sell items, Walmart sources products from a large number of additional locations around the globe.

This success presents an opportunity to serve people and to improve the communities where we do business. On a personal level, I grew up in rural Utah. I remember when a Walmart store opened in a neighboring town. That store brought convenience and good prices to our area, which our family appreciated. As studies have shown, my personal experience has been shared by millions of other consumers. By keeping costs and prices low, we have made the essentials of life more affordable for hundreds of millions of people who shop in our stores, immensely improving the quality of their lives. In addition, our competitive prices have caused products to be more affordable throughout the marketplace. Due to the beneficial effects of competition, Walmart’s presence in the market saves the average family several thousand dollars per year no matter where they shop.\(^1\)

The size of Walmart also provides an opportunity to serve the community in ways beyond convenience and price. For example, our stores often provide good locations for solar panels, and Walmart has become a leader in renewable energy.\(^2\) We also use our buying power to shape the manufacturing industry for good, by letting the companies that produce products know that we want to buy products that

---


are free from certain chemicals,3 and insisting that our suppliers adhere to certain standards for their workforce,4 among other initiatives.

Sam Walton changed the face of retail with the creation of Walmart, and now the retail business is transforming once again. Technology has triggered a seismic shift in our industry. Customers expect retailers to use technology to provide not only low prices, but also a convenient, time-saving shopping experience. As a result, retail is changing fast. Thirty-five retail companies have filed for bankruptcy in the United States since the beginning of 20175 and other major retail chains are closing hundreds of stores.6

Walmart recognizes these changes and is focused on how we can make every day easier for busy families. We realize that customers want technology to reduce the cost of shopping in terms of time and hassle, in addition to financial cost. Over the last two years, we have expanded the number of items available on Walmart.com to over 67 million,7 and that assortment continues to grow. We’ve created new, convenient shopping options for customers, like online grocery pickup and two-day delivery of items from our website. Just over a year ago, we celebrated the acquisition of Jet.com, and since then have added Shoebuy.com, Hayneedle.com, Moosejaw.com, and digitally-native vertical brands Modcloth and Bonobos to our e-commerce business. In March, we launched “Store No. 8,” a technology incubator named after the store in Arkansas where Sam Walton used to experiment with new ideas. Store No. 8’s mission is to be a cradle of innovation for retail—virtual reality shopping, self-driving vehicle and drone delivery, personalized shopping, and more. We believe that the biggest changes in retail haven’t been imagined yet, but they will become reality in just a few short years. Saving our customers money and time means leading the way on these innovations.


III. THE TRANSFORMATION OF WALMART’S ETHICS AND COMPLIANCE PROGRAM

As Walmart’s business has been changing, the company has also evolved and changed in our corporate governance. In 2012, the company started a significant effort to enhance our ethics and compliance programs. Prior to that time the company maintained separate compliance efforts in different countries. For example, Walmart’s business in the United States had a well-developed compliance program. The company had separate compliance-related activities and personnel in our businesses in Canada, China, Mexico, and elsewhere. All of these compliance programs operated independently of each other, reporting to their local business leaders.

One of the first orders of business in transforming our compliance efforts was to reconceive the program as a single, comprehensive global group. We sought to increase transparency, expertise and accountability by bringing our resources together in an integrated team.8

Our reforms began by laying a solid foundation of corporate governance. As the Global Chief Ethics & Compliance Officer, I report not only to the company’s Corporate Secretary and Executive Vice President of Global Governance, but also to the audit committee of Walmart’s board of directors. The board of directors plays a critical and active role in overseeing the company’s ethics and compliance program. In addition to receiving a regular flow of information about ethics and compliance issues, each year the audit committee and our compensation committee have established goals and metrics relating to ethics and compliance. The board has assigned these goals to relevant executives and business units, established accountability for achieving adequate progress on the goals, and monitored their implementation.

With this governance foundation in place, we began building a unified group of professionals dedicated to ethics and compliance. For each of our retail businesses, we appointed a full-time Chief Ethics & Compliance Officer (“CECO”) with a direct reporting line back to our company’s home office in Bentonville. Each of these CECOs now leads a dedicated team of ethics and compliance personnel, accounting for more than 2,300 associates worldwide. Each CECO sits on the leadership team of their local business, so that they each have a close relationship and influence in local operations. They also report back to the home office, thus providing increased transparency, consistency, and accountability that can be enforced in a centralized manner. By establishing a unified team, we also gained the ability for the

Defining the Ethics & Compliance Scope

Around that centralized structure, we shaped the contours of our compliance program to address the particular risks of our business. We recognized that the types of compliance risk can vary widely from one business to the next: a pharmaceutical manufacturer, a bank, and a retailer all face unique challenges, and thus the compliance organization for each should be tailored to that company’s unique risks. By formally specifying which compliance risks are managed through the company’s compliance program, a company can avoid the situation where lack of clarity results in conflicting management of the same risk by more than one corporate department, or a lack of activity due to confusion and the belief that a risk is being managed by others.

After conducting an intensive analysis, we designed Walmart’s program to manage the compliance risks associated with fourteen different subject areas, ranging from anticorruption to food safety. While many companies task their compliance programs with managing a smaller set of issues, these fourteen subject areas reflect the complexity of Walmart’s global business.

To provide the relevant expertise in each subject area, we designated fourteen Global Subject Matter Leaders and installed Subject Matter Experts for each of the fourteen risk areas in each retail market. These Subject Matter Leaders and Subject Matter Experts work together to identify and coordinate common standards and procedures, share best practices, and provide training, monitoring, and support in their subjects. They report to their respective CECOs in each of their business units.
Although Walmart gained a number of benefits from unifying our ethics and compliance program, we recognized that centralization produces its own risks. We wanted to avoid the possibility that business leaders would become less involved in shaping the company’s culture of integrity, and we wanted to ensure that the ethics and compliance team remained part of the regular flow of business information and decision-making. We implemented several structural and procedural changes to avoid these risks. One of the most significant was the creation of ethics, compliance, and risk committees at the global level and in each of our retail markets. Walmart’s most senior executives, including CEO Doug McMillon, are members of the company’s Global Ethics, Compliance, and Risk Committee. That committee meets regularly to discuss current issues related to ethics, compliance, and other enterprise-level risks, with meetings structured to ensure follow-up and accountability for action items. Each of Walmart’s retail markets has its own similar committee for the senior executives of that market. These committees consist of the market’s senior management and its ethics and compliance leaders, including both the market CEO and the market CECO. The open and continuous dialog created by these committees has helped keep Walmart’s leaders active in managing the company’s risks, enhancing its policies and processes, and developing its corporate culture.

Finally, in response to a variety of guidance provided by governments and private agencies,9 we developed six basic building blocks of our unified program:

- Leadership
- Risk assessment

---

These six building blocks function together in a cycle that we repeat each year: (1) We evaluate whether we have the right leaders for each aspect of our program; (2) those leaders conduct an assessment of the company’s risks and measures for managing them; (3) the results of that assessment inform the continual development of our standards and controls; (4) we make our associates aware of those standards and controls; (5) we provide training for our associates on how to implement and use those standards and controls; and (6) we continually monitor and assess the execution of our program to provide data for making informed decisions. This process keeps our compliance program nimble and responsive as our business and the external environment change.

IV. Focus on Anticorruption

Anticorruption has been a key focus of Walmart’s enhanced ethics and compliance program. We realize that a world-class anticorruption program requires expertise. The ways in which corruption occurs and the most effective methods of combatting it are topics of specialized knowledge and experience. Accordingly, we created a dedicated anticorruption team, led by a Global Anticorruption Officer, that consists of over 100 associates from legal, accounting, finance, and other professional backgrounds.

As we have developed Walmart’s anticorruption capabilities, we have focused on several areas including third-party due diligence and payments, licenses and permits, donations and charitable contributions, financial controls, and enhanced training.

A. Third-Party Due Diligence and Payments

Much of the corruption risk that companies encounter stems from the use of third-party intermediaries (“TPIs”) to assist with functions such as licensing and permitting. Accordingly, Walmart has en-

---

hanced every aspect of our processes for managing TPIs, including measures to strengthen screening and diligence procedures, standardize anticorruption contractual commitments, expand risk-based TPI trainings, process compliance certifications, and conduct proactive targeted audits of TPIs.

Under our program, Walmart's business units are required to identify all potential TPIs. Once identified, those TPI candidates must undergo a detailed due-diligence review. To assist with this review, we have developed a customized anticorruption portal with Dun & Bradstreet. The portal automates data collection and workflow, delivery of due-diligence reports, and the monitoring of TPIs' compliance with all of our contracting and certification requirements. The portal also allows for TPI monitoring more broadly, including alerts such as for new convictions or other red flags. From 2013 to 2015, Walmart spent approximately $22 million to develop and maintain this electronic system.

Finally, Walmart proactively audits our TPIs. These proactive audits are selected by Walmart not in response to allegations of any irregularities in the TPI's services, but based on factors such as risk ranking, TPI expenditures, input from relevant stakeholders, and monitoring results. In 2015, we conducted sixty-three proactive audits, gaining valuable information about our TPIs and the effectiveness of our processes.

B. Licenses and Permits

Walmart manages more than 50,000 licenses and permits for our facilities located outside of the United States. Given the scale and complexity of these licensing and permitting obligations, we made it a priority to strengthen the policies, procedures and processes in our licensing and permitting compliance program. Among other measures, we established a dedicated team in each of our retail markets to manage licensing and permitting. These teams are part of our independent ethics and compliance group, not market management. We also enhanced our licensing and permitting standards and controls by adopting a global licenses policy along with supporting procedures, mapping out the processes that must be followed to obtain and renew licenses and permits, and adopting comprehensive training, monitoring and tracking programs.

Some examples of our enhanced controls include creating written work flows for our team members, obtaining documentation of the fees required for each permit, and requiring multiple approvals before

any cash payments can be issued. With these controls, we strive to know as much as we can about how a license should be obtained and what the lawful fees may be, so we can spot any variances.

To keep track of all these requirements and permitting processes for each of our retail markets and to provide a single repository for documentation, we created a global license management system. Our international ethics and compliance team uses this system to manage all license and permit information and activity, including applications, payments, and approvals, and to track the status of licenses and permits for each market. This centralized system provides consistency across markets and visibility at our home office.

C. Donations and Charitable Contributions

Walmart operates in thousands of locations. We want to be a valuable part of each neighborhood where we do business—to integrate into those communities and give back to them. One way we do this is through charitable giving. We are one of the largest supporters of charitable causes. In 2017 alone, Walmart and the Walmart Foundation will give $1.4 billion throughout the world.

To support this giving, we have adopted enhanced controls for donations, including giving procedures that apply in all of our international markets. These procedures outline requirements for donations to municipal improvements and public works, corporate-level and store-level donations to government entities and non-governmental organizations, and emergency donations. The procedures also prohibit some types of donations and sponsorships.

D. Anticorruption Financial Controls

As a corollary to our global anticorruption compliance program, in 2012 Walmart launched a global effort to enhance and strengthen our anticorruption-related financial accounting controls, both in our home office and our international retail markets. Walmart’s finance and business teams finished implementing the program in all of our retail markets in 2014, and as of April 2016, the equivalent of sixty full-time associates were dedicated to the program.

The program takes a risk-based approach to financial controls and addresses six primary risk areas: (1) licenses and permits, (2) fines and penalties, (3) gifts or donations to government officials, (4) payments to expedite movement of goods, (5) entertainment of government officials, and (6) direct payments to government officials. As part of this program, the anticorruption financial control team has documented the processes and controls related to these risks in each market. This documentation takes associates step-by-step through each relevant process and illustrates where the controls are placed within the pro-
cess, so that each transaction relating to these risks can be handled appropriately.

E. **Enhanced Training**

Walmart reinforces its commitment to integrity and ethical conduct through a multifaceted training program that includes both live sessions and electronically delivered content. We strive to provide associates clear, easy-to-understand information so they can manage each of our compliance risks as part of their regular duties. Last year Walmart provided ethics and compliance training to more than 1.2 million associates in the U.S. alone.

Walmart also has invested to update and expand our global anticorruption training. Our enhanced program is far-reaching and, as a result, has had a significant impact in enhancing anticorruption awareness. From 2012 to 2015, Walmart associates completed more than a quarter million computer-based training sessions, and 96,632 attendees participated in instructor-led anticorruption training. These training materials are tailored to various audiences and to the risks presented by their respective positions and responsibilities.

V. **COMMON PRINCIPLES FROM WALMART’S EXPERIENCE**

In preparing for this conference, I reviewed and thought about these and other changes that Walmart has made over the last several years to build a world-class ethics and compliance program. I also thought about the millions of dollars that Walmart has invested in ethics and compliance, and specifically in anticorruption, over that timeframe. Since this is an academic event, I treated Walmart’s experience as a case study, asking: What can we learn from Walmart’s efforts? What has Walmart experienced that would serve as a guide to other companies and to anticorruption professionals?

A. **Company Culture Is Profoundly Important, But Must Be Supported by Effective Compliance Processes**

First, Walmart’s experience shows that a culture that emphasizes integrity is vital to a company’s ability to govern itself and its employees, act responsibly, and ultimately succeed.

Numerous studies have shown that an organization’s culture has a significant impact on a company’s success. A company’s culture can shape brand identity, affect employee motivation, and either foster or hinder innovation. The importance of a company’s culture is reflected in statements by former IBM chief executive officer Lou Gerstner and famed management consultant Peter Drucker that “[c]ulture is every-
thing”\textsuperscript{11} and a company’s culture “eats [its] strategy for breakfast.”\textsuperscript{12} A recent commenter noted that an organization’s “[c]ulture is like the wind. It is invisible, yet its effect can be seen and felt. When it is blowing in your direction, it makes for smooth sailing. When it is blowing against you, everything is more difficult.”\textsuperscript{13} 

One thing I discovered upon joining Walmart is that the company has a strong and distinct corporate culture. This is no accident. From the company’s beginning its founder and the leaders he selected believed that a company’s culture could and should be thoughtfully shaped.\textsuperscript{14} They noted that “[e]very organization has a culture—whether orchestrated by its leaders or not” and determined that they

\begin{quote}
“Personal and moral integrity is one of our basic fundamentals, and it has to start with each of us.”
\end{quote}

— Sam Walton

\begin{flushright}
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would plan and create a culture to support the company’s mission. As a result, Sam Walton and leaders such as our former chief operating officer Don Soderquist intentionally selected the attributes and behaviors they wanted to encourage in the company and sought to encourage those through their communications and actions. These leaders explicitly made the connection between good and bad events that occurred in the company and the company’s culture so that each event provided an opportunity to teach and reinforce cultural values. In fact, creating and maintaining organizational culture was such a passion for Don that he founded a leadership institute to research and teach about values-based leadership and organizational culture. These efforts to create and maintain our culture are a significant part of life at Walmart to this day.

The culture that Walmart’s early leaders created emphasizes respect, honesty, integrity and trustworthiness. One of the oft-quoted statements from Walmart’s founder summarizes this outlook, noting that “[p]ersonal and moral integrity is one of our basic fundamentals, and it has to start with each of us.” From the earliest days of the company Walmart has considered even the appearance of impropriety unacceptable. As just one example, it has been a longstanding company policy and cultural practice at Walmart to decline gifts or entertainment from suppliers and potential suppliers. Sam Walton believed that if a supplier gave a Walmart associate even a small gift like lunch, it might create a perceived conflict of interest or change the associate’s willingness to bargain for the best prices and terms for our customers. We want to maintain transparency and objectivity in our interactions with suppliers and other third parties, and we want our suppliers to keep costs low so we can pass the savings on to our customers, so we have a cultural expectation of declining these gifts.

This strong corporate culture has been a significant reason for our success in enhancing Walmart’s formal ethics and compliance program. Those many changes have required significant investments in time and money, but the company at all levels has been quick to adopt these enhancements because they fit with the company’s cultural expectations. Rather than spending time on explaining or justifying these investments, the company has been able to move forward.

Second, in an organization of any size, a strong culture of integrity is essential but not sufficient. For appropriate corporate governance, effective processes are also required.


In light of the emphasis that commentators have placed on the importance of company culture, it may be controversial to say that a strong culture isn’t enough. Let me explain what I mean. I agree that cultural expectations provide a strong motivation and guide for employees’ decisions. With the right culture, a company’s employees will want to act with integrity. Without that expectation, an organization would incur an extra burden to monitor for wrongdoing. We can all think of communities where regulation and policing is light because the residents largely seek to follow the law and treat each other with kindness and respect. Sadly, we can also all think of communities where even a heavy police presence seems to be insufficient. This same phenomenon applies inside large organizations.

But in an increasingly complex business environment, even people who want to do the right thing don’t always know what actions to take or avoid. As an example, Walmart operates stores in twenty-eight countries and ecommerce websites in eleven. Through these outlets we provide a variety of goods and services to millions of customers each week. To manage these businesses well, we must educate our employees on the best way to fulfill their responsibilities. We also need to provide them with a way to ask questions. Even with excellent training, not every employee will handle each situation the right way. Accordingly, we must have processes to monitor our performance and to provide correction where needed. Finally, we must provide mechanisms for allegations of wrongdoing to be appropriately reported, investigated and resolved. Only through these types of processes can the cultural desire to act appropriately be realized across a wide group.

Third, to have effective governance, companies must recognize limits on how much company culture can shape employees’ behavior. Culture in part is defined by a set of unwritten rules and practices that govern everyday activities. It takes time for new employees to learn both a company’s written policies and unwritten expectations. In a business with high turnover, there will always be employees who are new. While recent hires are acclimating to their new jobs, they will be guided by the cultural expectations they learned over their entire lifetime before coming to the company. Additionally, a large company’s culture is rarely uniform. As a business grows and expands, the way employees perceive and interpret the company’s unwritten rules may vary across different locations.

B. Global Companies Must Communicate Specific Details to Their Employees About Behavioral Expectations and Cultural Norms

It can be easy to assume that many of the norms we take for granted are universal. Because of that assumption, companies often communicate behavioral expectations in broad terms such as “work safely” or “do the right thing.” One lesson from Walmart’s recent ex-
perience is that these types of pronouncements can be useful in re-
minding us of our obligations, but only if a common understanding of
those obligations has already been achieved. In other words, for com-
panies with diverse locations, it’s important to be specific in communi-
cating how employees should behave when faced with different

sic situations.

For many years Walmart has espoused three basic beliefs: (1) pro-
viding excellent service to our customers; (2) showing respect for each
individual; and (3) striving for excellence in all we do. As I noted pre-
viously, the company expected and communicated that all of our work
should be done with integrity. That expectation was so fundamental
that it wasn’t included in the list of our basic beliefs. It seemed so
obvious that nobody felt a need to include it.

We’ve changed that. Walmart’s three basic beliefs are now our four
basic beliefs, with “acting with integrity” added as an explicit injunction.
By calling out this expectation, we have found that we have more
opportunities to talk about what integrity means in various situations.

One example in particular stands out to me. I was told about a
buyer in one of our markets who was looking to buy a particular prod-
uct, and when he negotiated with the seller, the seller offered him a
bribe. The buyer refused that offer and was recognized by the com-
pany for doing so. When a member of the buyer’s family found out
that he had declined the bribe, she was extremely angry with him. Her
argument was that caring for one’s family should be a person’s fore-
most priority, and therefore in her view the buyer had failed to act
with integrity. In this instance, the clarity with which Walmart had ex-
pressed our anticorruption expectations was helpful in achieving the
outcome we wanted.
We can’t assume that everyone will understand and interpret our culture the way we intend. That’s why we need to follow up on these more general and aspirational cultural discussions with processes and training that help specify and reinforce the behavioral patterns we want our associates to follow and the choices we want them to make.

VI. CONCLUSION

Corruption hurts everyone. Studies have shown that companies engaging in corruption grow weaker over time because they aren’t required to win business through merit\(^\text{18}\) and that the people living in communities where corruption occurs are made poorer by its presence.\(^\text{19}\) I’ve summarized some of the major investments that Walmart has made in our ethics, compliance, and anticorruption programs during the past several years. We consider this to be money well spent. We are proud to be a leader in the fight against corruption, not only because it makes us stronger as a company, but also because it furthers our goal of improving the lives of people in the communities we serve.
